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Iterative Methods in Combinatorial
Optimization
A series of six books for Classes IX and X according to
the CBSE syllabus

Math Success Book-7
Solution Manual to Engineering
Mathematics
Foundation Math - Book 5
The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both sight
and hearing by illness at nineteen months, and
became a famous author and lecturer.

Essential Science Book 5
A series of books for Classes IX and X according to the
CBSE syllabus and CCE Pattern

Lost Spring
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which
conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of
writing this series is to help students understand
difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy
language. The ebook version does not contain CD.
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Elementary English Grammar &
Composition
Science Success Book-1
Thoroughly revised and upgraded as per the latest
syllabus. Written in a very simple and easy-tounderstand language. All the topics in the syllabus
have been systematically covered and graded in the
text by first introducing the basic concepts and then
gradually going deeper into the topic. Each chapter
has been divided into Units followed by thoughtprovoking and exhaustive exercise to test knowledge,
understanding and applications of the concepts learnt
in that unit. This will provide immediate feedback on
what has been understood and what needs further
clarification in that unit. It will further help the student
to remember and recall easily. At the end of each
chapter a comprehensive Chapter Assignment has
been given to test conceptual understanding of the
whole chapter.

Science For Ninth Class Part 3 Biology W
Essential Social Studies Class 3
Maths Plus - A Book of Mental
Mathematics
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Case studies of economically disadvantaged children
and their labor in different Indian industries.

Functional Organic Liquids
These are just some of the questions you will find
answered in this delightful collection of stories
recounting real-life incidents from the life of Sudha
Murty-teacher, social worker and bestselling writer.
There is the engaging story about one of her students
who frequently played truant from school. The
account of how her mother’s advice to save money
came in handy when she wanted to help her husband
start a software company, and the heart-warming tale
of the promise she made-and fulfilled to her
grandfather, to ensure that her little village library
would always be well supplied with books. Funny,
spirited and inspiring, each of these stories teaches a
valuable lesson about the importance of doing what
you believe is right and having the courage to realize
your dreams.

Foundations of Signal Processing
Here is the latest revised series of ELEMENTARY
ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION intended for
children just beginning to learn English. Its aim is to
teach them the first Principles of Functional Grammar,
Correct Usage and Basics of Composition, with the
help of attractive illustrations and examples having a
close bearing on the daily life and environment of a
child.
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Science Success 8
Mathematics Success Book 6
Maths Success Book 4
S.Chand’ S Biology -XII - CBSE

A Foundation Course in Mathematics
Eye-catching illustrations and a child-friendly layout
capture the imagination of child and create an
interest in the subject. Assignments are prepared
keeping in mind the age and level of understanding of
the learners. Ample space has been provided for
writing the answers.

The Story of My Life
This book is a new addition for a broad-spectrum
library in ophthalmology and other specialties in
medicine of "InTech." It addresses ocular infections.
These infections may result in blindness if not
correctly diagnosed and promptly treated. Therefore,
it is essential to be fully aware and knowledgeable
about the manifestations of these diseases, and this
book covers some of the different aspects of them.
The chapters were written by experts from around the
globe and these reflect the importance of the subject.
The book is aimed for ophthalmologists, residents in
ophthalmology and infectious diseases, general
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practitioners, and researchers in hope to advance the
knowledge for the benefit of the world habitants
wherever they are.

Managing in Recovering Markets
This book has been written in a conversational style
to impart critical and analytical thinking which will be
beneficial for students of any discipline. It also gives
emphasis on problem solving and proof writing skills,
key aspects of learning mathematics. The subject
matter of the book deals with logic, sets, functions
and relations, the essential building blocks for higher
mathematics. Numerous problems and exercises are
chosen and interspersed inside the sections so that
the student participates actively in the discussions.
Using this book in their studies will lay the
foundations which will enable readers to undertake
courses in higher mathematics with confidence and
due rigour.

Learning Elementary Chemistry With
Online Support
Life Processes

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 7
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and
funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve
the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers
unexpected truths about himself and the world.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by
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PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John
Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world
and their capitals and every prime number up to
7,057. He relates well to animals but has no
understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand
to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate
the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for
one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely
heralded novels in recent years.

Foundation Maths Class 8
Science Success 3
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which
conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of
writing this series is to help students understand
difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy
language. The ebook version does not contain CD.

Science for Ninth Class Part 1 Chemistry
Learning Elementary Biology 6
Math Success Book-5
During World War II, Dr. Sadao Hoki, a Japanese
surgeon, discovers an escaped American prisoner of
war who needs an operation to survive
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Advances in Common Eye Infections
The first book to comprehensively cover the
burgeoning new class of soft materials known as
functional organic liquids Functional organic liquids, a
new concept in soft matter materials science, exhibit
favorable properties compared to amorphous
polymers and ionic liquids. They are composed of a
functional core unit and a side chain, which induces
fluidity even at room temperature. Due to their
fluidity, functional organic liquids can adopt any
shape and geometry and fulfill their function in
stretchable and bendable devices for applications in
photovoltaics, organic electronics, biomedicine, and
biochemistry. Presented in five parts, this book starts
with an overview of the design methods and
properties of functional organic liquids. The next three
parts focus on the applications of this exciting new
class of soft materials in the fields of energy
conversion, nanotechnology, and biomaterials. They
study the liquids for energy conversion, those
containing inorganic nanoclusters, and solvent-free
soft biomaterials. Functional Organic Liquids
concludes with a comparison in terms of properties
and application potential between functional organic
liquids and more conventional soft matter such as
ionic liquids and liquid metals. -Examines the current
state of science and technology for functional organic
liquids -Focuses on potential and already realized
applications such as functional organic liquids for
energy conversion -Stimulates researchers to move
forward on future development and applications
Functional Organic Liquids is an excellent book for
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materials scientists, polymer chemists, organic
chemists, physical chemists, surface chemists, and
surface physicists.

Learning Elementary Physics-7
"Are America's schools little more than cinder-block
gulags that spawn vicious cliques and bullying,
negate creativity and true learning, and squelch
curiosity in their inmates, um, students? Nikhil Goyal,
a journalist and activist all of twenty years old whom
the Washington Post has dubbed a "future education
secretary" and Forbes has named to its 30 Under 30
list, passionately thinks so, and in this book he offers
both a scathing indictment of our teach-to-the-testwhile-killing-the-spirit educational assembly line and
maps out a path for all of our schools to harness
children's natural aptitude for learning by creating an
atmosphere conducive to freedom and creativity. He
prescribes an inspiring educational future that is
thoroughly democratic and experiential, and one that
utilizes the entire community as a
classroom."--Amazon.com.

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
S.Chand’ S Biology -XII - CBSE
Schools on Trial
PSA For Class XI is a well-planned resource for
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students and is prepared strictly according to the
latest guidelines given by the CBSE (Central Board of
Secondary Education). The book comprises five major
parts: Qualitative Analysis, Quantitative Analysis,
English Comprehensions, Data Interpretation and
Passages, and Assessment Zone. It contains examples
and exercises, with answers and explanations, based
on the examination pattern. The text also includes
sections on ‘Let’s Try’ in each chapter to help
students develop creative thinking and is a must buy
resource for students appearing for the PSA
examination. KEY FEATURES • Step-by-step solutions
to build an understanding of concepts and theory •
Designed in the format provided by the CBSE • All
possible types of questions framed according to the
examination • Includes solved previous years'
question papers along with two Model Test Papers

The Enemy
Textbook and Practice Material for solid scientific
foundation in the form of a single book. Basic
Concepts presented clearly and precisely to improve
understanding and reasoning. Plenty of Solved and
Unsolved Numerical Problems with Answers.
Misconceptions and their explanations. Assignments
for Practice. Unique original problems. Objective and
Subjective Questions in each chapter. Adjustable
matter to suit any school syllabus/competitive
examination. Caters to all spectrum of students, from
the average to the brightest.

Life Processes
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Learning Elementary Biology with online
support
Simple and easy to understand language. Scientific
knowledge is provided in a very logical and sequential
manner. Text accompanied with well-labelled
diagrams. Each chapter has been subdivided into
units and a variety of exercises has been given at the
end of each unit. Similarly, at the end of each
chapter, Chapter Assignment has been given to
evaluate the students’ conceptual understanding.
Each chapter containing a number of activities to be
performed by the children to gain knowledge through
practical work and experimentation. Text books
supplemented with Workbooks to provide enough
practice to the students.

Learning Elementary Chemistry-7
The changing dynamics of business worldwide have
led organizations to look beyond traditional
managerial practices while at the same time
attempting to retain their core competitive
advantages. This development has called upon
academicians and practitioners alike to reassess the
different aspects of business management such as
macroeconomic variables, the nature of the market,
the changing features of the workplace, the new work
ethos, and/or employer-employee exchanges. In this
context, the book provides essential insights on
industry innovations, academic advances and policy
movements with regard to recovering markets in
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India and around the globe. The individual papers
highlight potential avenues that could allow industry
to better understand and respond to the global crisis.
The book collects research papers presented at the
Global Conference on Managing in Recovering
Markets (GCMRM), held in March 2014. Seven
international and 120 national business schools and
management universities were represented at the
conference, the first in a series of 13 planned under
the GCMRM agenda for 2014–17. The book includes
more than 30 research papers chosen from a pool of
118 presented at the conference, all of which have
undergone a rigorous blind review process.

PSA for Class XI
With the advent of approximation algorithms for NPhard combinatorial optimization problems, several
techniques from exact optimization such as the primaldual method have proven their staying power and
versatility. This book describes a simple and powerful
method that is iterative in essence and similarly
useful in a variety of settings for exact and
approximate optimization. The authors highlight the
commonality and uses of this method to prove a
variety of classical polyhedral results on matchings,
trees, matroids and flows. The presentation style is
elementary enough to be accessible to anyone with
exposure to basic linear algebra and graph theory,
making the book suitable for introductory courses in
combinatorial optimization at the upper
undergraduate and beginning graduate levels.
Discussions of advanced applications illustrate their
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potential for future application in research in
approximation algorithms.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time
Macroeconomics
This comprehensive and engaging textbook
introduces the basic principles and techniques of
signal processing, from the fundamental ideas of
signals and systems theory to real-world applications.
Students are introduced to the powerful foundations
of modern signal processing, including the basic
geometry of Hilbert space, the mathematics of Fourier
transforms, and essentials of sampling, interpolation,
approximation and compression The authors discuss
real-world issues and hurdles to using these tools, and
ways of adapting them to overcome problems of
finiteness and localization, the limitations of
uncertainty, and computational costs. It includes over
160 homework problems and over 220 worked
examples, specifically designed to test and expand
students' understanding of the fundamentals of signal
processing, and is accompanied by extensive online
materials designed to aid learning, including
Mathematica® resources and interactive
demonstrations.

Goyal’s IIT FOUNDATION COURSE
PHYSICS
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